
Thank you for purchasing NaturaStone and 

supporting Australian made products.

NaturaStone is manufactured from a unique formulation combining over 90% natural quartz and 
the resilience of a high performance acrylic polymer. 

NaturaStone slabs are diamond polished to a lustrous gloss finish. 

To retain the factory diamond polish finish wipe the surface with a cloth or sponge using warm 
water and a mild household detergent. Everyday spills can easily be cleaned in the same manner. 

Avoid leaving any food spills overnight. Promptly clean with warm soapy water and a cloth. 

For stubborn marks, use stone detergent cleaners or use a un-diluted bleach followed by washing 
the surface with a soapy water and a cloth. 

Any heavily built up spills which may have dried on the surface can be removed with a plastic 
scraper followed by washing down with warm soapy water. 

Do not use scouring pads, steel wool, sandpaper or abrasive cleansers. 

Although NaturaStone provides heat resistance and can withstand moderately hot temperatures 
for brief periods of time without being damaged, excessive heat and localised thermal shock can 
cause damage. Therefore avoid placing any hot objects directly on the surface, use a hot pad or 
trivet. Any heat emitting appliances should also be placed on hot pad or trivet. 

Avoid overfilling and leaking kettles. Also avoid vessels sitting on spills. 

Avoid exposure to strong chemicals, acids, solvents, ketones, acetone, methylene chloride, paint 
strippers, permanent markers and high alkaline cleaners. Should accidental exposure occur 
promptly wipe up the substance an rinse with water and a cloth. 

Some colours contain natural mother of pearl aggregates and any spills of citrus or vinegar spills 
which could affect the pearl should promptly be wiped off and rinsed with water and a cloth. 

It is not recommended that you chop or cut directly on the surface as cutting edges can easily 
blunt on the hard NaturaStone surface. Also constant cutting on the surface could show lines and 
remove the polish finish. A cutting board should be used. 

NaturaStone is a resilient material however avoid excessive impacts especially on colours which 
contain glass or mirror aggregates. 

Please contact NaturaStone Pty Ltd or your Hurford Wholesale state branch if you have any 
queries. 

CARE & MAINTENANCE

NaturaStone Pty Ltd 

Ph: 03 9794 0515 

Email: info@naturastone.com.au 

Website: www.naturastone.com.au

Hurford Wholesale Pty Ltd  

Email: info@hurfordwholesale.com.au 

Website: www.hurfordwholesale.com.au


